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The Kiss
Forgetting Film History
ABSTRACT The Kiss (1896) is among the most iconic artifacts of American cinema; yet, the

ﬁlm has long puzzled ﬁlm scholars. At the advent of cinema, why did audiences respond to
this seemingly simple kiss with extreme visceral reactions such as hysterical laughter or
condemnation of the ﬁlm as pornography? This paper reconsiders The Kiss in light of the
recently rediscovered Something Good—Negro Kiss (1898) placing both these ﬁlms in relation
to actor-director Olga Nethersole’s queer inﬂuence on turn-of-the-twentieth-century
popular culture. Leaning on foundational texts by Charles Musser, Linda Williams, and
Siobhan Somerville and drawing on recent work by Susan Potter, Allyson Nadia Field, and
Jacqueline Najuma Stewart, this paper intervenes in the “presumed innocent” discourse of
sexuality during the novelty ﬁlm period. I argue that The Kiss was so controversial because
the sex act it stood in for was a queer act, a lesbian kiss.
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Now I want to smash The Vitascope.
— John Sloan, 1896

You have probably seen the ﬁlm known as The Kiss (Edison, 1896). The Kiss
was one of the most popular ﬁlms of projected cinema’s ﬁrst year. The
Museum of Modern Art in New York City opened its ﬁrst ﬁlm series with
The Kiss in 1935 and the ﬁlm was added to the National Film Registry of the
Library of Congress in 1999.1 It ranks among the most iconic images of early
cinema and it is an ofﬁcial part of our national heritage. This silent, blackand-white, eighteen-second ﬁlm preserves the heterosexual stage kiss of two
rather ordinary looking white actors, May Irwin and John C. Rice. In this
essay, I demonstrate that this seemingly simple, self-evident, kiss has been
misunderstood and its history perverted; for, despite the short ﬁlm’s unassailably canonical status, scholars remain puzzled by both audience and critical responses to The Kiss. What was it about this seemingly innocent artifact
that provoked riotous laughter from some nineteenth-century audiences and
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May Irwin and John C. Rice in The Kiss (1896),
Press Photo, c. 1953. Private collection.

FIGURE 1.

shrill denunciation as illicit pornography from others?2 Linda Williams, who
has called the ﬁlm cinema’s ﬁrst sex act, has asked, “What does it mean that
The May Irwin Kiss was ‘too funny’? Does it necessarily mean that it was also
not shocking?”3 Charles Musser, in turn, has surmised, “perhaps its pleasures
and its importance are for reasons that we have not yet adequately understood.”4 In the pages that follow, I argue that The Kiss was both funny and
shocking because the sex act it stood in for was a queer act, a lesbian kiss.

THE NETHERSOLE KISS: THE FIRST SEX ACT IN CINEMA

The kiss that marks the birth of cinema was a brief excerpt, an outtake of
sorts, from May Irwin’s popular stage play The Widow Jones which opened in
Brockton, Massachusetts, in August 1895 and toured the country coast to
coast over the year.5 Musser describes how The Widow Jones stage kiss sealed
the engagement of the two main characters in an “appropriately American”
kiss.6 He points out, however, that the kiss went unremarked until another
kiss “put the kiss on the critical map.”7 On December 24, 1895 British actress
Olga Nethersole created a furor with her scandalous Carmen kiss. In her
theatrical rendition of the well-known story of Carmen, which opened at
The Empire Theatre in New York City, Nethersole’s passionate, apparently
heterosexual, kisses of her supporting male actor Ernest Leicester made coast-
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to-coast headlines.8 Popular journalist W.C. Brann described the shocking
performance in his Texas newspaper The Iconoclast, declaring “the kiss of
Miss Nethersole is but a differentiation of those unnatural debaucheries for
which Onan was damned and Sodom destroyed.”9 Needless to say, it was
a sensation.
Nethersole’s “nitro-glycerine” kisses that went on, and on . . . and on, in
Carmen would be remembered for the next thirty years.10 Although the kiss
immortalized on celluloid between Irwin and Rice the following year is better
remembered today, in 1895 it was the Nethersole kiss that was “the sensation
of modern times.”11 Film scholars such as Musser and Williams have recognized The Kiss as a “spoof” of Nethersole’s legendary Carmen kiss, but the
signiﬁcance of this intertextual relationship to cinema history has not yet
been fully understood.12 Just what was W.C. Braun so upset about that he
declared that Olga Nethersole “might as well commit a homicide or produce
an abortion”?13
By recognizing the queer meanings produced by Nethersole’s Carmen kiss
we can begin to unravel the popularity and stakes of May Irwin’s parody. The
Carmen kiss quickly became known as the Nethersole kiss, strongly associating it with the actor rather than the role.14 The uproar over the now iconic
ﬁlm The Kiss can be explained by understanding the Nethersole kiss as a queer
kiss. The shock, humor, and attraction of The Kiss was based on a publicly
legible lesbian iconography and common language of double entendre that
was deployed both by, and about, Olga Nethersole. The reason The Kiss has
puzzled scholars is that a queer sexuality has been repressed—a queer sexuality
that lies at the heart of cinema’s origins and would have been grasped
immediately by audiences of the day.
Intermedial discourses circulating between theater, newspaper, and cinema
are central to tracing the way audiences would have understood The Kiss. The
ﬁlm was sponsored by The New York World, where—about three weeks
before it was ever projected on the screen—The Kiss was published in the
newspaper. The “ﬁlm” was printed as frame enlargements reproduced as line
drawings, which was a standard practice for the day.15 In this period, The
New York World was in a raging circulation battle with the New York
Journal.16 In this turf war, Nethersole was targeted as a sensational ﬁgure,
a freak ﬁgure. I suggest that Nethersole was targeted because she was—
correctly—perceived as queer. Musser has persuasively argued that Irwin’s
parody of Nethersole’s kiss produced “a good old-fashioned American kiss”
that spoke to the ‘ﬁlthiness’ of ‘imported’ stage shows “not with sanctimonious
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Olga Nethersole as Carmen (1895), Ogden’s Guinea
Gold Cigarettes Card, c. 1895–1902. Private collection.

FIGURE 2.

outrage of easily offended critics, but with a distinctly American brand of ribald
humor.”17 I am suggesting a queer speciﬁcity to the type of ‘ﬁlthiness’ that was in
question; the offended critics’ and audiences’ responses to Irwin’s ribald humor
were not as distinct as ﬁrst appears.
There is ample textual evidence that Olga Nethersole’s queerness was a part
of her public image, not least in the sometimes-hostile scrutiny directed at her
by the press. The high-proﬁle media discourses surrounding the Carmen kiss
help to reveal the stakes of the brouhaha in which Irwin’s parody played
a role. Musser has demonstrated how the original newspaper illustrations of
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FIGURE 3.

“The Anatomy of a Kiss,” New York World (April 26, 1896), 21. Public

domain.

The Kiss invited the “scrutiny” of frame-by-frame analysis, mocking the
seriousness of moralizing citizens and “making fun of the possibilities for
which these new technologies could be used.”18 I argue that this frame-byframe dissection exists in direct relation to the scrutiny of Nethersole as
a queer ﬁgure; the possibilities being lampooned are queer possibilities. At
the turn of the twentieth century, new forms of social and technological
investigation developed in tandem with Victorian sexology and nineteenth
century law. Richard A. Kaye has argued that this new social inquiry functioned through a melodramatic structure of revelation in relation to the 1885
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criminalization of male homosexuality in England. Kaye has shown how “the
evolving Victorian constitution of the homosexual subject” emphasized a new
“commitment to observable, veriﬁable, exteriorized displays . . . that could be
relied on as evidence in a court.”19 Of course, a court of law is exactly where
the scrutiny of Nethersole would eventually wind up, but we get ahead of
ourselves.
In his persuasive analysis, Kaye has observed that while homosexuality was
positioned as an unspeakable secret, it was simultaneously wholly legible.
Kaye’s analysis of the melodramatic structure of Victorian scrutiny considers
one of the ﬁrst novels to treat homosexuality as a contemporary social
problem, a novel written by a British ex-pat named Alan Dale.20 The full
signiﬁcance of the satirical examination aimed at the Nethersole kiss becomes
clear when The New York World ’s printed publication of The Kiss is read in
relation to its rival The New York Journal ’s earlier coverage of the Carmen
kiss, including a sarcastic critique written by none other than Alan Dale.
Dale’s “abuse” of Nethersole, to use the language of those who defended her,
helped make him one of the ﬁrst celebrity drama critics.21
The New York Journal ’s copious coverage of the Carmen kiss is richly
illustrated with images of the scintillating kisses that appeared on stage—line
drawings like those in the printed version of The Kiss—with a caption that
reads “photographs taken expressly for the Journal” (Figure 4).22 The original
newspaper publication of The Kiss is in direct dialogue with The New York
Journal ’s Carmen coverage, one-upping its hostile, analytic, and photographic
scrutiny by bringing in the moving image. Although The Kiss was published
four months later, Nethersole was still setting America ‘on ﬁre’ with her
torrid kisses at the time The Kiss appeared in print. The ﬁlm was ﬁrst
projected just a week after Nethersole concluded her tumultuous tour.23 The
joke of frame-by-frame analysis plays on H.K. Chambers’ article in The
New York Journal ’s coverage, which pokes fun at the idea of trying to analyze
Nethersole’s kisses: “One can not take notes while Olga Nethersole is
kissing.”24
In Alan Dale’s contribution to the coverage, “A Vesuvian Episode,” he
pens a biting critique of Nethersole, her kisses, and her audience. His acerbic
attack on Nethersole drips with derision and double entendre that make clear
that his objections are to her public performance of queer sexuality that
extends beyond the stage. Dale deftly mobilizes strings of association and
gossip throughout his discussion, ironically leaving a queer cultural index in
the wake of his homophobic tirade. Consider Dale’s reference to
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“Olga Nethersole’s Mad Kisses Will Live in Theatrical History/
Photographs Taken Expressly for the Journal,” New York Journal, December
29, 1895. Public domain.

FIGURE 4.

Mt. Vesuvius, the volcano that buried Pompeii and Herculaneum in 79 CE.
As is widely known, when Pompeii and Herculaneum were excavated in the
mid-eighteenth century a large number of sexually explicit artifacts—including graphic representations of same-sex acts—were discovered and put on
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public display.25 As Chiara Beccalossi has made clear, a long-standing
“association between male same-sex practices and Italy persisted in the nineteenth century.”26 The queer association with Vesuvius becomes even more
speciﬁc in relation to the 1885 criminalization of homosexuality in England.
Beccalossi explains that Italy, where homosexuality was not a crime, was
“embraced by British homosexuals, some of whom were travelers” while
others chose to live there to avoid persecution. This queer association would
have been particularly strong in 1896, following the high-proﬁle trials and
conviction of Oscar Wilde in England.
Dale quickly doubles down on this queer metaphor by opening his critique
of Nethersole’s Carmen with a stanza from Lord Byron’s satirical poem Don
Juan (1819). Byron’s words seem to describe the Carmen kiss, beginning with
“A long, long kiss, a kiss of youth, and love.”27 The stanza concludes with the
phrase “the blood’s lava, and the pulse a blaze, each kiss a heart-quake,”
elegantly tying the kiss back to the Vesuvius metaphor. The reproduced
stanza of the poem describes an apparently heterosexual kiss between Don
Juan and Haidee. Yet, literary critic Jonathan David Gross has persuasively
argued that the narrator of Don Juan was “gay;” Byron himself has been
positioned as “gay” by both his contemporaries and by subsequent critics such
as Harold Bloom and Lionel Trilling who suggest he is “fundamentally
homosexual.”28 By citing this well-known passage from Byron’s most popular
poem in his review of Nethersole’s stage play, Dale identiﬁes the Carmen kiss
as a kiss that only looks heterosexual, but actually stands in for queer acts.
Dale has thus doubly marked the Carmen kiss as queer before he has even
begun the substance of his critique. This kind of intertextual marking of
Nethersole’s queer sexuality was frequent regardless of whether the response
was negative or positive. Turn-of-the-century writing about Olga Nethersole
is voluminous and is ﬁlled with textual and visual evidence of her genius, of
her cultural impact, and of her queerness.
Such innuendo and intertextuality constituted a vernacular iconography
of queerness that popular audiences well understood. Nethersole was actively
engaged with a broad public audience that was paying close attention. This
public was buying not only newspapers, where they could read loud condemnations—alongside detailed descriptions—but also tickets. As one of the
milder reviews put it, “She willingly permits a certain amount and kind of
kissing . . . to be used as the principal argument for attracting audiences.”29
Nethersole’s Carmen sold out as audiences from New York to Kansas City
ﬂocked to the sighs, gasps, and moans of “the most moving kisses ever given
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on any stage.”30 This is the context in which, about a month after Carmen
debuted, May Irwin added the satirical kiss to her own successful run of The
Widow Jones.31 Through the iconic onscreen trace of May Irwin’s stage
parody we see an echo of the queer iconography and performance tradition
that sealed Nethersole’s fame. The Kiss inadvertently preserves Nethersole’s
deployment of this queer iconography as an important part of American
cultural heritage.

John Rice’s Mustache Moves in The Kiss,
1896. Screenshots, public domain.

FIGURES 5 AND 5.5.
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MUSTACHE MOVES AND BEARDED LADIES: THE QUEER ICONOGRAPHY
OF OLGA’S LABIAL SALUTE

In The Kiss, Irwin and Rice appear in a static medium shot. The shot opens
with Rice immediately moving in as though to kiss Irwin, but the kiss is
delayed as they press their cheeks against each other and . . . talk, murmuring
indiscernibly. One can almost feel Rice’s mustache tickling the corner of
Irwin’s lips. Finally, after about fourteen seconds, Rice pulls away from Irwin,
again delaying the kiss. He pointedly prepares for the osculation by smoothing his mustache, stroking it twice, before ﬁnally swooping in for the kiss of
the century. Rice’s prominent “Walrus” mustache is one of the most iconic
and funny elements of The Kiss and, as we shall see, it is central to the parody
of Nethersole’s queer Carmen kiss. The mustache marks the punchline of
Irwin’s joke.
Critics frequently commented on the facial hair—or lack thereof—of
Nethersole’s leading men on stage. In one review of Nethersole’s tour before
Carmen’s debut, for example, an uncredited critic lamented the clean-shaven
face of her co-star Ernest Leicester in her productions of Denise and
Camille.32 “I do hope that he’ll stick on a mustache, or some semblance of
a whisker . . . It can be limp for fury and spiked for joy. Oh, Ernest! Oh,
Leicester! . . .fear not Olga. She won’t tear your hirsutes away from you . . .”33
In his review of Carmen, Alan Dale runs with this joke. He describes
Leicester: “He shaves himself tightly, for he knows that Nethersole’s kiss is
a hair eradicator, more powerful than anything of the sort that is advertised.
A packet of Nethersole’s kisses labelled ‘Rough on Mustaches’ would be
hailed by thousands of hair-suffering people. She could kiss a bearded lady
smooth as a Cupid on a valentine.”34 If the phallic associations of the limp or
spiked mustache were not clear enough, Dale’s pointed imagination of Nethersole kissing a bearded lady smooth as a cupid expresses a clear anxiety about
the relationship between gender and queer sexuality.
Dale goes on to invoke the queer ﬁgures of Emma Calvé and Sandow the
strongman. In 1896 Calvé and Sandow were both at least rumored to be
homosexual; today they are both celebrated as queer icons.35 Calvé’s rendition of Carmen debuted in Paris in 1894 and was creating a “frenzy” of its
own in New York City where it premiered just a month before
Nethersole’s.36 Dale writes that Calvé “must be heartbroken . . . Carmen is
to be wrested from her by the Sandow-like lips of Miss Olga Nethersole.”37
Thus, he once again associates Nethersole’s kisses with both “gender
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confusion” and deviant sexuality. Irwin’s burlesque in The Widow Jones uses
the same intertextual iconography to center the pointed parody of the queer
Carmen kiss. The business with Rice’s prominent mustache in the ﬁlmed
version emphasizes the supposed naturalness of gender difference and heterosexuality. In other words, in The Kiss, Rice’s mustache is a symbol of
normative male heterosexuality. The spectacular popularity and controversy
of the ﬁlm, which continue to puzzle ﬁlm historians, suggests that these
meanings were well understood by audiences in 1896.
Scholars have observed that the ﬁlm of The Kiss ignited extensive critical
comment out of proportion to the stage kiss in general, and the Irwin-Rice
stage kiss in particular.38 This overblown reaction includes painter John
Sloan’s famous declaration that The Kiss made him want to smash the
Vitascope, as well as a one-line description of the ﬁlm by Harry Tyrell in
The Illustrated American that some scholars consider to be the ﬁrst ﬁlm
review (to which we will return shortly).39 How then, do we account for
the lackluster response to the stage kiss compared to the almost riotous
response elicited from the ﬁlmed version of the same kiss? Scholars including
Miriam Hansen and J.A. Sokalski, as well as Musser and Williams, have
attempted to account for this clear and inordinate discrepancy through
formal means, placing the outsized response in relation to the new pleasures
produced by the new medium of cinematic projection.40 While I agree with
the thrust of these arguments, I also insist that the “difference” of the
cinematically mediated kiss was related to the “difference” of a queer sexuality; the pleasures of scrutiny provided by the new technology existed in direct
relation to emerging discourses on homosexuality. Tyrell’s ﬁlm “review”
alluded to above describes the ﬁlm as “a formidable challenge to the legitimate drama, as represented by Olga Nethersole in Carmen.” While the review
itself tells us very little about exactly what Olga Nethersole or the legitimate
theater represented for audiences in this moment, the connotation would
have been clear to almost everyone at the time.41 The Kiss is a joke that exists
in relation to Nethersole’s performance of queer sexuality.
In “A Vesuvian Episode,” Dale expresses concern over the effect of the
queer Carmen kiss on the broad, popular, newspaper reading audiences. Like
latter-day critics, he draws a distinction between the Nethersole kiss and
other stage kisses saying, “Nethersole’s kiss is quite another affair. It is very
dangerous . . . It might have escaped into the audience and exploded.” His
ﬁnal remarks turn from Nethersole to her female fans, making clear his
concerns about the contagion of her kisses. He describes seeing “three arch
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damsels walking along Forty-second street . . . with opera glasses” and relates
the conversation he overheard. The ﬁrst says, “I’ve just read that she’s perfectly grand . . .and I think that we are in for a good time.” The second replies
“It’s the kiss . . . that I’m after. I read all about it.” Finally, Dale writes, “the
third-the horrid, the disgusting third-smacked her lips and said: ‘Yum! Yum!’
I shall say no more. Saying is a very thankless task.” This abrupt conclusion
suggests that the story should speak for itself, and, it seems, the only thing left
to say is both unsayable and already said. Dale’s ﬂippant disgust is an indication that he believed the desire and anticipation being expressed by these
three women was directed at Nethersole. In the context of the extended
scrutiny surrounding Nethersole and her kisses, I believe him. As we shall
soon see, Dale was not the only one noticing Nethersole’s effect on her
female audiences.42
The curious controversy over The Kiss, which scholars have struggled to
explain, inscribes a repressed queer sexuality at the very birth of cinema. The
novelty of queer sexuality is closely connected to the novelty of new media at
the turn of the century. Using the new technologies of photographic reproduction and the moving image, the queer content of the Carmen kiss is made
“visible, observable, and external,” to use Richard Kaye’s words.43 The “twin”
novelties of moving image technology and lesbian sexualized performance
sold conspicuous numbers of papers and tickets, suggesting that audiences
had a keen interest in both. Audiences laughing at The Kiss may not have
been Nethersole’s audience, but they got the joke: otherwise, Irwin’s parody
would have fallen ﬂat. Their laughter and disgust left evidence that Nethersole played an important role in public debates about sexuality and the
emergence of a new identity known as the homosexual. The Kiss inscribes
a contentious public dialogue about female-bodied queerness during a period
when most scholars argue that the modern conception of homosexuality as an
identity was just emerging.44

THE DESCENDENT OF SAPPHO

“With the history of her personal life we have nothing to do,” writes drama
critic H. Gordon Johnson in an 1895 article entitled, “Olga Nethersole and
Her Genius.”45 While viewers of The Kiss today have probably never heard of
Olga Nethersole, in 1895, when Johnson described her work as realizing “the
divine insanity of imagination which we call genius,” opinions were fraught.
It was difﬁcult to deny her the title of genius, but something about
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Nethersole’s indisputable success was making some people nervous. Johnson
explained his decision to focus solely on Nethersole’s acting technique by
writing, “The morbid curiosity that seeks to know the details of an actress’s
personal experience is unwholesome, and tends to degrade the stage.” To
understand audience reactions to The Kiss in 1896, however, we must concern ourselves with the unwholesome, morbid curiosity, and degradation that
came with the undeniable genius of Olga Nethersole—who was clearly a queer
person, with a queer public persona. The repression of Olga Nethersole’s
inﬂuence on ﬁlm history—and cultural history more broadly—is intimately
related to the repression of her queer sexuality. In short, with the history of
Olga Nethersole’s personal life, we have something to do.
Today we might describe Nethersole’s smashing success with her scandalous, corset-less, heterosexual stage kisses in Carmen as a queer BDSM sensation; in 1896 there was a different vocabulary that spoke queerness.46 Where
H. Gordon Johnson had refused to speculate on Nethersole’s personal life,
others made free observations in the vernacular of their time. As we have
seen, the public discourse surrounding Nethersole’s fame buzzed with titillating double entendre that frequently compared her onstage performance to
her offstage persona, using provocative associations to create clear queer
meaning. Nethersole herself encouraged and participated in this discourse
through her own public statements and press releases; for years she teased the
public with an ambiguous is-she-or-isn’t-she discourse of her own in which
she seems to have taken some delight.47 Nethersole was gleefully described—
by friends and foes alike—as Swinburnian, an “‘Englishman,’” and a “female
impersonator.” But the most telling association was made through the ﬁgure
of Sappho and the color violet. Drama critic Hilary Bell pulled no punches
when he penned a satirical lament in 1896 suggesting that Nethersole’s next
play should be written by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, the “descendent of
Sappho.”48 Wilcox was a well-known poet whose work included unabashed
celebration of her lesbian lovers.49 Bell’s reference to Wilcox is reinforced by
the invocation of the ancient lyric poet Sappho of Lesbos, whose very name
was—and is—synonymous with female same-sex desire and activity.50 This
one-two punch of Wilcox and Sappho makes sure that the accusation of
lesbianism being leveled against Nethersole will land. As we have seen, this
doubling down on referents was a common feature of the marking of
Nethersole as a queer person.
That Nethersole was in fact a “descendent of Sappho” is apparent, not only
from the popular press’s innuendo and the public persona she deliberately
190
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Clyde Fitch as Peggy Thrift in The Country Girl,
c. 1884. Courtesy of Amherst College Archives & Special
Collections.
FIGURE 6.

fostered, but also from the work she produced. Nethersole’s repertoire contained
and was vehemently condemned for radical queer feminist content and interpretations. Bell’s homophobic sarcasm speculating about the extremes to which
Nethersole would have to go to out-do herself after her production of Carmen
underlines for us today that her interpretation had been so queerly scandalous
that it would be difﬁcult for her to follow. While Nethersole did not take Bell’s
tongue-in-cheek suggestion and hire Ella Wheeler Wilcox to write her next
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FIGURE 7.

Special Olga Nethersole Edition of Sapho, c. 1900. Private collection.

production, she did one better. In 1900 Nethersole shocked un-shockable
New York by producing her own version of Alphonse Daudet’s novel
Sapho/Sappho (1884) for the stage and hiring the ﬂamboyant Clyde Fitch
to write it.51 Thus, Nethersole not only out-did her previous performance, but
upstaged—and enraged—the clever critics as well.
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FIG URE 8. Olga Nethersole as Sapho, c. 1 9 0 0 , University of
Washington Libraries, Special Collections. Public domain.

It is extremely signiﬁcant that following the vitriolic accusations of lesbianism leveled against her by the press and pulpit, Nethersole boldly
responded by embodying the ﬁgure of Sappho through which she had been
accused. This daring re-appropriation was an in-your-face declaration of
lesbian identiﬁcation that resulted in the ﬁrst indecency trial of the twentieth
century. Although little remembered today, the Sapho affair has been
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documented by performance scholars including Ann Everal Callis, Joy Reilly,
John Houchin, Katie N. Johnson, and Marlis Schweitzer; it even makes an
appearance in the PBS documentary series The American Experience.52 Katie
Johnson calls it “one of the most scandalous productions in twentieth century American history.”53 Yet, in both the scant scholarly and popular memory, the ostentatious performance of lesbian sexuality at the center of the
scandal has been repressed.54
Dale’s warnings about the dangers of the Carmen kiss escaping into the
audience and exploding proved prescient. After the hoopla of the Sapho trial,
Nethersole’s scandalous Carmen kiss—which inspired May Irwin’s iconic
burlesque—was tellingly misremembered as the Sapho kiss. The Sappho craze
that swept the country after Nethersole’s acquittal was pejoratively described
by one preacher as “the Sapho plague,” emphasizing the era’s homophobic
fears about the contagion of homosexuality, as multiple licensed Sapho stage
companies brought the play to the American masses.55 The sensational success of Nethersole’s Sapho was the spark that set off a series of ﬁlm adaptations, remakes, parodies, and allusions that recur throughout the silent period
and into the early sound era.56
Unravelling the intertextual relationship between Nethersole’s Carmen
kiss and the May Irwin-John Rice kiss reveals the beginning of Nethersole’s
inﬂuence on—and exclusion from—ﬁlm history, demonstrating that Nethersole’s queer public persona circulated as part of a popular turn of the century
discourse that addressed queer questions and audiences. In other words, the
cultural memory of Nethersole’s work and life has been disavowed directly in
relation to her deﬁant queer visibility at the turn of the century. I am arguing
that in the controversial trial remembered as “the Sapho affair,” Nethersole
was being persecuted for her lesbianism; as such, the Sapho trial must be reexamined as a moral panic that cannot be understood without recognizing
Nethersole’s deﬁant queer public address and personal life. Simply put, we
cannot understand The Kiss—let alone the genres of kissing and Sappho ﬁlms
that follow it—without understanding the stakes of the Sapho affair.
On February 21, 1900 Olga Nethersole was arrested, technically on
a charge of public nuisance, but the text of the indictment against her
intentionally obfuscates the exact nature of the accusation being made. Scholars who have studied the Sapho affair emphasize that the blown-up charges
targeting Nethersole were directed at her person as well as her performance of
sexuality. The indictment accuses her of being a person “of wicked and
depraved mind,” and of “wickedly intending . . . to . . . corrupt the morals
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[of diverse peoples] . . .and to raise and create in their minds . . .inordinate and
lustful desires” (emphasis mine). I quote at length to convey the weight and
tone of the indictment:
In a lewd, indecent, obscene, ﬁlthy, scandalous, lascivious and disgusting
manner, [she made] diverse lewd, indecent, obscene, ﬁlthy, scandalous,
lascivious and disgusting motions, and [assumed] lewd, indecent,
obscene, ﬁlthy, scandalous, lascivious and disgusting postures and
attitudes, and [repeated] and [uttered] lewd, indecent, obscene, ﬁlthy,
scandalous, lascivious and disgusting words and conversations, all of
which said acts then and there grievously offended public decency, and
which said motions, postures, attitudes, words and conversations were and
are so ﬁlthy, nasty, corruptingly obscene and disgusting that a more
particular description thereof is not ﬁt to be set down in these
allegations or spread upon the records of this honorable court.57

The redundant repetition in the indictment creates a vehement condemnation of Nethersole and her performance. But it is the telling conclusion
“that a more particular description thereof is not ﬁt to be set down in these
allegations or spread upon the records,” that emphasizes that we are in the
realm of the Victorian unspeakable.58 Unspeakability was a component of
Victorian culture, language, and representation, as such, it was legible at the
turn of the twentieth century. While Nethersole’s crime of Sapphic stardom
was conﬁgured as unspeakable within the court of law, it nonetheless would
have been legible to the press, pulpit, and public as the subject of the trial.
The ideology of unspeakability was a form of social control that was intended
to limit contagion. The Sapphic stakes of Nethersole’s persecution were
clearly known to her fans and foes, for at the ﬁrst performance following
her acquittal she received what one critic described as “one of the most
remarkable ovations that has ever been accorded to an actress in this city.”59
She was showered “with violets,” which Laura Horak calls a “key lesbian
signiﬁer,” and Andrea Weiss reminds us goes back to the poetry of Sappho
“who wrote of the violet tiaras that she and her lovers wore in their hair.”60
Recognizing Nethersole’s clear queer meaning-making—and the subsequent public response—is not dependent on the details of her personal life.
It is however, conﬁrmed by them. In theatrical historian Joy Reilly’s meticulous documentation of Nethersole’s personal history, to which I am deeply
indebted, the queer details of Nethersole’s life, as well as her work, are made
plain although they are not fully acknowledged. Neither the word lesbian nor
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homosexual is used. Reilly writes, “Instead of marriage, Nethersole opted for
a lasting personal relationship with Kathleen Nora Madge Field . . . Madge
Field devoted herself to Nethersole, traveling with her constantly but staying
in the background. Occasionally she is mentioned in the American press
accompanying the actress to a social engagement.”61 I want to emphasize the
public aspect of Nethersole and Field’s relationship which needs further
investigation, but according to Reilly, by 1897 Nethersole was publicly
reported to be traveling with Field.62 Nethersole and Field lived together
until Field’s death in 1938. They travelled extensively, collected antiques,
summered in the South of France with lesbian power couple Elizabeth Marbury and Elsie de Wolfe, and named each other as beneﬁciaries in their wills.
When Nethersole’s lesbianism is recognized as part and parcel of her stage
performances, the reason for both the uproar over Sapho and Nethersole’s
disappearance from the historical record becomes obvious, requiring a different set of historiographic questions and methods. That no contemporary
scholarship has yet fully recognized Olga Nethersole’s queerness speaks
plainly to the continuing inability to see explicit, intense, passionate, sexual,
life-long relationships between women as possible, probable, and historically
important. Nethersole lived an “unconventional,” self-made life that most
historical and cultural narratives tell us would have been impossible. Her lifelong in-your-face success at upending social norms had enormous cultural
impact that still reverberates today. Reconsidered in relation to the Sapho
affair, the kiss that inspired the ﬁrst ﬁlm review and made John Sloan want to
smash the vitascope asks us to reconsider the centrality of lesbian sexual
performance as a driving force of cinema history.
At the height of the Sapho affair, “the Sapho plague” spread to cinema.63
The social scrutiny of Nethersole’s Carmen kiss, which so inﬂamed audiences
that May Irwin’s parody “brought down the house every time,” exploded into
a veritable genre of Sapho ﬁlms which exhibitors could count on to bring in
“Money! Money! Money!” into the early 1930s.64 In the tense weeks in
March 1900, when it remained unclear whether Nethersole would be found
guilty or not guilty, two major manufacturers put out competing ﬁlms to
capitalize on the controversy of the trial. The swift production and release of
Lubin’s Sapho and its “spicy” stag counterpart Sapho Kiss (March 8, 1900)
was followed with lightning speed by Edison’s own “remake” of The Kiss,
The New Kiss (March 9, 1900). This trio of ﬁlms underscores the signiﬁcance of the Sapho affair to how audiences would have understood the
Nethersole kiss and the early genre of kiss ﬁlms it inspired. Understanding
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the Sapphic context of the Nethersole kiss prompts critical reconsideration of
the longstanding misreading of The Kiss as illustrative of Victorian quaintness, chasteness, or prudery. Consider the text on the back of the 1953 press
photo of The Kiss with which I open this essay: “It scandalized audiences
back in 1896. From this tepid approach movie kisses developed into long
torrid affairs that ﬁnally brought industry ban in the 30s.”65 This sticky midcentury cultural narrative, which has too often been repeated by scholars,
only obscures the sexual history of the past.

NO SOCIAL PURITY HERE: RETHINKING THE ALL-AMERICAN KISS

When a short kissing ﬁlm entitled Something Good—A Negro Kiss (Selig,
1898) was rediscovered in 2018 the contemporary cultural response was
a kind of rapturous historical shock. Its joyous depiction of two African
American actors kissing quickly became an internet sensation that delighted
audiences around the world—the ﬁlm was swiftly recognized as historically
signiﬁcant and added to The Library of Congress’s National Film Registry.
Yet, scholars of early African American cinema such as Allyson Nadia Field
and Terri Francis rightly cautioned that contemporary emotional responses
to the ﬁlm tell us little about the ﬁlm’s initial circulation. Field cautioned that
the performers may have been “able to get away with this passion on screen
because there was a presumption of comedy,” and Francis warned that “when
it was ﬁlmed, the movie may have had racist overtones.”66 Both Field and
Francis emphasize the signiﬁcance of intertextual context to understanding
how the ﬁlms initial audiences might have experienced the ﬁlm—which was
clearly connected to The Kiss.67
The passionate kisses performed by Gertie Brown and Saint Suttle in
Something Good stand in contrast to the “tepid” chasteness of The Kiss.
While the aura of historical innocence also sticks to their performance, it
would be difﬁcult to paint these kisses as indicative of Victorian era prudery;
these kisses point elsewhere. May Irwin’s star persona was closely associated
with her whiteness. The stage show The Widow Jones, which featured Irwin’s
iconic pastiche of the Nethersole kiss, had cemented her celebrity status as
a “coon shouter.” “Coon songs” were ragtime songs that relied heavily on
“appallingly unﬂattering stereotypes of black life.”68 Before the hubbub over
the satirical smooch in The Widow Jones, the most popular feature of Irwin’s
show was “The Bully Song,” which scholars rate among the most racist
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Gertie Brown and Saint Suttle in Something Good—A Negro Kiss,
c. 1898. University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts.

FIGURE 9.

caricatures of the period.69 In short, May Irwin’s star persona was as tightly
tied to “coon shouting” as Nethersole’s was to violets.
In Field’s initial public analysis of Something Good, she forcefully described
the performance by Gertie Brown and Saint Suttle as pushing back on the
racist stereotypes of the period, “making visible what was only implicit in the
Edison ﬁlm [The Kiss],” and, “refuting the racist caricature that May Irwin’s
presence carries.”70 Field also implicitly referred to Nethersole, describing
how Irwin’s kiss “was itself a burlesque on an earlier play that had featured
an actress of Mediterranean ancestry.”71 Nethersole’s ethnic ambiguity was
a signiﬁcant part of her star persona and comment upon it recurs frequently—from a disparaging 1897 remark about her real name being
“Niederseele” to Henry Ford’s inclusion of her in a list of prominent Jewish
actresses as part of his anti-Semitic propaganda crusade in 1920.72 Such
references suggest that Nethersole is not who she says she is—an accusation
I believe to be true—but that is a story for another time. To return to the
recent account of Something Good cited above, the unnamed Nethersole’s
ethnicity is described as making the kissing, which was considered lewd,
“permissible, not only for her . . . but by extension for the white actress who
would imitate her.”73 Yet, even this radical rethinking does not fully consider
what it means to understand Something Good as a burlesque of a burlesque.74
To understand Something Good’s burlesque of Irwin’s burlesque we must
return to scholars continued curiosity about why The Kiss was both so funny
and so shocking, asking how Something Good engages with the Sapphic sexual
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subject of the Nethersole kiss. I have argued that the unspoken—but nonetheless legible—subject of Irwin’s parody was actually Nethersole’s lesbianism. How then, would audiences have made meaning of this burlesque of
a burlesque? On one hand, following Francis and Field’s warnings about how
Something Good might have initially been received, we might wonder whether
Brown and Suttle’s naturalistic performances and the compositional emphasis on their rhythmically swaying bodies might have reinforced stereotypes
that associated African Americans with “primitive” sexuality, the body, and
nature, producing an “authentic” exemplar of “natural” hetero-sexuality?75 On
the other hand, by placing the ﬁlm within its Sapphic context, we can begin
to more fully consider other ways diverse mass audiences in 1898 might have
experienced the ﬁlm.
Consider this unidentiﬁed clipping of Olga Nethersole (ﬁgure 10). She
looks directly and un-remorsefully into the camera. The caption almost seems
as though it were a proclamation of the actress-manager’s own thoughts.
“‘Sapho’ is not a disciple of social purity.”76 What do we make of this? How
does this provocative caption relate to social politics of the moment and the
popular kissing ﬁlms circulating alongside the Nethersole kiss? The social
purity movement began in opposition to the legalization of prostitution, but
according to historian Linda Gordon, by the end of the nineteenth century it
had merged with “a self-conscious Eugenics movement dedicated to maintaining the supremacy of the Northern European-Americans.”77 Enter Olga
Nethersole “who has had columns of free ads., because ‘Sapho’ is not a disciple
of social purity.”78
During her 1895 production of Carmen Nethersole’s star persona crystalized to include frequent reference to her Spanish mother.79 This element of
her persona coincided with the already racialized discourse around Carmen’s
sexuality, which in and of itself, is hardly a deviation from the racial stereotypes long associated with Carmen.80 Yet, Nethersole’s many public statements about the role intentionally center and critique the stereotype of the
“Spanish type of adventuress” in which she had been typecast for most of her
early career. Moreover, as she constructs her persona during this turning
point in her career, she simultaneously begins to align herself with Americanness—and “the American woman” in particular.81 In other words, Nethersole framed her queer persona as an English star in relation to her erotic
identiﬁcation with Americanness and her American fans—and she did so
while self-consciously performing what Diane Negra calls an “off-white”
ethnicity.82
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FIGURE 10. Olga Nethersole, c. 1900, Unidentiﬁed Clipping,
Nethersole Scrapbook MWEZxn.c.6484, NYPL. Reference
photo, public domain.

Consider the two illustrations below, in which very different racialized
caricatures highlight the intersection of anxieties that Nethersole provoked
for some. The anti-Semitic cover of Life at the height of the Sapho affair
highlights the way Nethersole’s ethnicity was constructed by her critics as
a sexual threat to young Anglo-Saxon women who were among her most
ardent fans. Inside the magazine, a review of The Proﬂigate, one of the plays
Nethersole performed while Sapho was banned before the outcome of her
trial, asserts that “Nethersole’s reckless waste of natural advantages comes
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FIGURE 11.

Life, March 29, 1900, cover, private collection.

from a perversity not mended by criticism.”83 In a similar vein, the ostensibly
appreciative ﬁgure that describes Nethersole’s Sapho as “a Grecian goddess
with Egyptian movements,” points toward Sir Richard Burton’s 1885 theory
of a “Sotadic Zone.” This orientalist notion associates the Mediterranean
region, including Greece, Egypt, Italy, and Spain with endemic “vice,” and
“a blending of the masculine and feminine temperaments.” In the Sotadic
zone, “the woman [becomes] a tribade, a votary of mascula Sappho, queen of
the Frictrices or Rubbers.”84 In other words, Nethersole’s performance of her
“Spanish” ethnicity is part and parcel of her performance of Sapphic sexuality. If, as Field and Musser suggest, Nethersole’s ethnically ambiguous performance licensed “white” women’s sexual desire—we must recognize both
the threat and the thrill of this desire as speciﬁcally and incessantly queer.85
At the height of her career, Nethersole’s “Spanish” Sapphic star discourse
is a politicized discourse. In it, “Americanness” is associated with mixed
parentage, feminism and sexual freedom. The British Nethersole was so
successful in aligning herself—and her “Spanish” Sapphic sexuality—with
“freedom loving” American culture that in 1899 she was included in Lewis
Clinton Strang’s volume on famous American actresses. 86 In short,
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F I G U R E 1 2 . “A Grecian Goddess with Egyptian
Movements,” c. 1 9 0 0 , Unidentiﬁed Clipping,
NYPL-RLC-v1. Reference photo, public domain.

Nethersole and her queerly performed Carmen kiss pushed hard on the
boundaries of the turn-of-the-twentieth-century question of what it means
to be American. In a lecture presented at The University of Chicago in 1899
Nethersole praises America, asking, “Here, the West is not able to distinguish
itself from the East, for are not the East and the West bound by indissoluble
ties of blood and kinship, which nothing can sever?”87 Elsewhere, Nethersole’s proclamation that “the New Woman is the American woman”
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underscores the Sapphic political promise of the association of newness,
novelty, and American identity in this moment.88
Nethersole’s pushback against the hetero-patriarchal and white supremacist forces of her moment came to a head in the Sapho affair. In the face of
rising “white” American hysteria about “race suicide,” the unmarried and
childless Nethersole, daughter of a Spanish mother, traveling with her female
companion while performing as Sappho, declared that she was not a disciple
of social purity.89 She was publicly, vehemently, performing a protest against
the racialized and gendered status quo of her day—and it was as wildly
successful as it was controversial and condemned. When we read statements
such as, “It was not in England that Miss Nethersole’s justly celebrated
Carmen kiss became an institution. It was in liberal, wide spirited America
that it received proper recognition,” we must recognize that the genre of
kissing ﬁlms that followed engage in a popular debate about the heart of
American values in which race, class and sexuality were indissolubly
entwined.90
When considered in relation to the Nethersole kiss and the Sapphic
discourse it sets in motion, it becomes clear that like The Kiss, Something
Good—and other contemporaneous kissing ﬁlms with overtly racialized
titles—are fruitfully understood in relation to the many Sappho ﬁlms of the
era. We know, for instance, that Darkies Kiss (Lubin, undated, possibly a dupe
of Something Good) was projected alongside Lubin’s scenes from Sapho just
months after Nethersole’s acquittal in 1900.91 Something Good was produced
in 1898, well before the Sapho affair and two years after the initial storm over
Nethersole’s Carmen kiss and its ﬁlmed parody The Kiss. Yet, it followed
Nethersole’s highly lucrative third tour of the United States (1896–7) in
which Carmen remained her biggest drawing card. It was during this tour
that Nethersole’s partner was ﬁrst mentioned in the press, in close proximity
to the question of whether or not she would ever marry.92 Nethersole promised she would never let marriage interfere with her career. While this tour
was not a critical success, it was a huge ﬁnancial success, one in which the
Carmen kiss remained not only the major drawing card for Nethersole, but
a signiﬁcant part of popular American culture. For instance, shortly after the
“pin-back” button was patented, the Carmen kiss made an intriguing appearance in this new form of modern advertising. The pin has been dated to
1898, the same year that Something Good throws shade at the May IrwinJohn Rice kiss.
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“Give me a Carmen Kiss,” Advertising button, c. 1898, courtesy of
The Busy Beaver Button Museum: https://buttonmuseum.org/buttons/carmenkiss.

FIGURE 13.

In this longer view, rather than an “impromptu” expression of black love
and humanity, or a racist exemplar of the naturalness of heterosexuality,
Something Good becomes culturally legible as a highly crafted contribution
to a racialized, and speciﬁcally Sapphic, charged cultural dialogue in which
African American authors and performers were actively engaged—from Pauline Hopkins’ novel Contending Forces with its heroine Sappho Clark (1900)
all the way to Roberta Hyson’s performance as Sappho Dill in one of the ﬁrst
black talkies, The Melancholy Dame (Arvid E. Gillstrom, 1928).93 In this
context, we can see how Brown and Suttle’s burlesque of Irwin and Rice
displace the older, backward-looking middle-aged white couple whose dowdiness created part of the humor of the scene. In contrast, Brown and Suttle’s
kiss is a thoroughly modern kiss, emitting the exuberant energy of youth
poised for the coming century. Their burlesque performs a forward-looking
‘liberal wide spirited’ American kiss that lampoons the reactionary and racist
humor of The Kiss in which racial and sexual purity are inseparable.94 In the
context of Something Good, it is clear that when we see classically dehumanizing imagery in relation to the Sapho affair (ﬁgures 14 and 15), the stakes
extend beyond the existing narrative of heterosexual “white” women claiming
their sexuality through the appropriation of racialized stereotype.
Nethersole’s ethnic ambiguity was a politicized part of her Sapphic star
persona, which played a signiﬁcant role in why she was so vehemently targeted by her critics.
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FIGURE 14. “ Olga Nethersole as The Kissing Bug,” Vanity Fair, c. 1899, NYPLRLC-v1. Reference photo, public domain.
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FIGURE 15. “In the Interest of Public Health,” New York World,
March 23, 1900, NYPL-RLC-v2. Reference photo, public domain.

CONCLUSION: IMAGINING FILM HISTORY

Following Nethersole’s acquittal, cinematic versions of Sapho/Sappho proliferated. Recent scholarship has noted that “more than a dozen” ﬁlms were
made about Sappho during the silent period.95 My count is north of twenty,
making it one of the most ubiquitous titles of the era. No wonder then, that
when Terry Ramsaye wrote what many consider the ﬁrst deﬁnitive history of
ﬁlm in 1926, he listed Sappho among the classical “personiﬁed desires”
through which “an art is born before our eyes.”96 But, what does it tell us
that with versions of Sappho starring major actresses at the height of their
fame, such as Theda Bara (The Eternal Sapho, 1916), Pauline Frederick
(Sapho, 1917) and Pola Negri (Sapho/Mad Love, 1921), only Nethersole’s
stage version is speciﬁcally mentioned in Ramsaye’s foundational text? Why is
it that major volumes on remakes and adaptation do not even seem to know
that these early Sapho ﬁlms exist?97
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Sappho, Paul Avril (Édouard-Henri Avril), c. 1884, De Figuris Veneris,
1906. Public domain.

FIGURE 16.

While Nethersole and her queer kisses shocked and delighted turn-of-thetwentieth-century audiences, this essay is as concerned with why they continue to
shock us today as it is with the facts of the past. Scholars of sexual history have
excavated a strong connection between the Sapphic and the Modern, beginning
in the 1850s with Baudelaire’s conception of the lesbian as an icon of feminized
modernity.98 This discourse was at its peak at the turn of the twentieth century.
It should come as no surprise then, that an industry born at the height of
Sapphic Modernism would engage foundationally with this popular and eradeﬁning discourse. The “shock” of the Sapphic past in the present, underscores
the success of the suppression of Sapphic culture that took place during the midtwentieth century when cinema’s history was ﬁrst being written. Mid-twentieth
century accounts thought this history better off forgotten, but today we can
recognize that The Kiss was part of a racist and reactionary nostalgia in its own
time—it was anything but ‘innocent.’ The celebrated ‘quaintness’ of The Kiss was
part of a backlash against a sexual modernism that offered a very different vision
for the coming century than the future that would come to unfold.
The discourse of “unspeakability” through which homosexuality was conﬁgured in ﬁn de siècle culture has resulted in a form of what Patricia White
calls retrospectatorship in which the furor produced by Nethersole’s public
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FIGURE 17.

Der Küss (The Kiss), 1898 , Peter Behrens. Public

domain.

ﬂouting of sexual norms has become not only unspeakable, but illegible,
unimaginable. Recognizing Olga Nethersole’s impact on ﬁlm history—from
The Kiss (1896) to the swan song of Sapphic cinema, a retitled adaptation of
Sapho starring Greta Garbo (Inspiration, 1931)—reveals a Sapphic sexuality
that so saturated the foundational period of ﬁlm history that it could be
called the Sapphic era. If we refuse to recognize Nethersole’s publicly declared
Sapphic sexuality we cannot see, let alone understand, the cultural signiﬁcance
of this contentious public dialogue which produced some of the most controversial—and wildly popular—ﬁlms of cinema’s coming of age. As scholars
we must raise and create in our minds “the inordinate and lustful desires”
that Olga Nethersole raised in the minds of her audiences and critics. Thus,
in closing, I would like to ask you to imagine the “lewd, indecent, obscene,
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ﬁlthy, scandalous, lascivious and nasty” acts, motions, postures, attitudes,
words and conversations that Olga Nethersole performed, not only on the
stage but in her private life with her chosen mate, Madge Field. n
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